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When Earth was ravaged by a nuclear dis-
aster, only a handful of people managed to 
reach the evacuation ships and leave the 
doomed planet. Suspended in cryo-sleep, 
the refugees travel to distant stars, look-
ing for a new place to live. You are among 
those happy few, but your sleep has been 
interrupted by sirens. There’s been a ma-
jor reactor malfunction! The only way to 
avert the meltdown is to reset the system… 
manually. The onboard AI will guide you, 
but the safety procedures can only be trig-
gered by humans. You must use the proper 
security keys in the proper rooms. Sounds 

Inside the box

easy, but the problem is that the AI is also 
damaged – its communication system is 
malfunctioning and the messages are in-
complete and full of interference. You will 
have to cooperate with other passengers 
to decipher the AI’s messages and to stop 
the reactor from exploding. How will you 
do it? Can you manage in time?

AI SPACE PUZZLE is a cooperative board 
game, where players take on the roles of 
distressed AI and Astronauts. The goal of 
the game is for the Astronauts to reach 
the correct rooms with the correct Se-
curity Keys.

While playing, you will create a shared 
communication system.

The AI uses various tokens to convey the 
required combination of colors and pawns. 
The meaning of the tokens is up to the 
players to decide. Each game utilizes a dif-
ferent Scenario from the Scenario book.
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1. Select who will play the role of the AI. 
Ideally, this player should sit opposite 
the remaining players and use the AI 
screen to hide information from the 
other players.

2. Shuffle the 16 Room tiles, and place 
them face up, randomly in a 4 × 4 grid 
in the middle of the play area. This 
creates the Ship Map.

3. The AI shuffles the Final Combination 
cards, draws one of them and places it 
behind the AI screen in an orientation 
of their choice. The remaining Final 
Combination cards are returned to 
the game box – they won’t be needed.

4. Players select a Scenario from the 
Scenario book. When choosing, take 
into consideration any special rules 
that may impact the game’s setup.

5. The AI receives all the Communica-
tion tokens indicated in the Scenario. 
The remaining tokens are returned to 
the game box — they won’t be needed

6. Assemble the Astronaut Key Panel as 
indicated on its back. Place 1 Neutral 
marker on each  and on the space 
with a number indicated by the Sce-
nario (  ) on the Round Counter.

7. Place the remaining Pawns, Dice, and 
Color markers where they can be 
reached by all Astronauts.

You can find a quick start walk-
through on the final 2 pages of this 
rulebook.
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Game Objective

The objective of the game is to correctly position the Astronauts on the Ship Map 
AND match the Astronaut colors to their Security Keys as indicated by the Final 
Combination card.

The Final Combination card contains the 
following important information:

 • The colors on the card show where the 
Astronauts must be positioned on the 
Ship Map in order to win.

 • The Security Key icons show which 
Astronauts must have the matching 
Security Keys in order to win. To make 
sure Astronauts have the correct Se-
curity Keys, you use the Astronaut Key 
panel, Neutral markers, and the appro-
priate Color markers (see Astronaut 
Key panel, page 7).

 • Some Scenarios also use dice and spe-
cial rooms  , which have special rules 
as explained in the Scenario book. If 
the dice or  does not appear in the 
Scenario rules, ignore the dice and  
on the Final Combination card. They 
have no affect on the Scenario.

For more of a challenge, you can try the 
Crisis Final Combination cards, marked 
with the emergency stripes. These are 
more difficult to achieve and may be used 
with any Scenarios to make them more 
challenging.

HAVING PROBLEMS WITH 
THE COLORS?

There is a special color coding sys-
tem to help you!

Astronauts have different patterns 
on their backs that correspond to 
the patterns visible on the colors. 
Similarly, there is a corresponding 
color pattern on one side of the Color 
marker.

Green

Blue

Black

Red

Yellow

White
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ROOM TILES 

The Antenna, Engine, Battery, and 
Telescope Room icons, along with 
their corresponding Communica-
tion tokens help you navigate the 
Ship map as you attempt to survive. 
Each combination of Room icons are 
unique and do not repeat on Room 
tiles.

Gameplay

The game is divided into rounds, each 
starting with the AI Phase and followed by 
the Astronaut Phase. During the AI Phase, 
the AI places Communication tokens to 
communicate with the Astronauts. During 
the Astronaut Phase, the Astronauts per-
form different actions on the board. The 
round ends by moving the Neutral marker 
on the Round Counter, which is also a sig-
nal to the AI that the Astronauts have 
finished their actions for a given round.

AI PHASE

The AI decides on the message to send to 
the Astronauts, based on the Final Combi-
nation card and their past actions. 

 • The AI uses a  number of Commu-
nication tokens indicated by the 
Scenario and places them how-
ever they wish behind the AI screen.  

The Communication tokens may 
touch or overlap in any way, but all 
of them must be placed with the im-
age showing face up and fit behind 
the AI screen.

The screen can never be placed 
onto the Ship Map in any way, and 
after removing it to reveal the 
Communication tokens, it must be 
returned back to the same place. 

 • After placing the Communication to-
kens, the AI lifts / moves the AI screen 
to show the Astronauts the message 
that was sent to them. After removing 

the AI screen, the AI may not change the 
placement of the Communication tokens.

 • The only game-related communication 
allowed between the AI and Astronauts 
is through the Communication tokens. 
The AI is forbidden from speaking, mak-
ing gestures or facial expressions in re-
lation to the ongoing Scenario or game 
state. If needed, general discussion of 
the game and Scenario rules is allowed.

Examples of messages and their possi-
ble interpretations are given on pages 9.

ASTRONAUT PHASE

 • Together, the Astronauts decide how 
to interpret the AI’s message. They 
perform a set number of actions de-
termined by the Scenario. 

 • Astronauts may resolve any of the fol-
lowing 4 actions:

 » Move an Astronaut pawn from 
a Room tile to another Room tile 
on the Ship Map. If the Scenario uses 
dice, whenever you move an Astro-
naut, move their corresponding die 
along with it.

 » Move an Astronaut not on the Ship 
Map to any Room tile on the Ship 
Map. If the Scenario uses dice, when 
first placing the die on the Ship Map, 
its value must start at .

 » Remove an Astronaut pawn from 
the Ship Map.

 » Change the number on a single die 
to any other number.

 There is no limit to the number of 
Astronauts that may occupy a single 
Room tile.

 • The Astronauts may, at any time during 
the Astronaut Phase, use the Color and 
Neutral markers to indicate known in-
formation on the Astronaut Key panel. 
Remember, to win you must indicate 
the correct Astronaut colors that cor-
respond to the correct Security Keys. 
This is not an action. 
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 • Color and Neutral markers may not be 
placed on the board. They may only 
be placed on the Astronaut Key panel.

 • During the game, each section of the 
Astronaut Key panel (see page 7) can 
hold any number of markers of any 
color. However, when the Astronauts 
declare that they have solved the Final 
Combination, each section of the As-
tronaut Key panel must hold exactly 

Gameplay

one Color marker. This is how the As-
tronauts indicate that they know which 
Astronaut colors correspond to the Se-
curity Keys and win the game.

 • At the end of their Phase, the Astro-
nauts lower the marker on the Round 
Counter on the Astronaut Key panel 
by one space. This indicates to the AI 
to start working on a new message.

At no point during the game may the As-
tronauts communicate with the AI Player 
about anything related to the ongoing 
Scenario or agree on a specific way to 
communicate. For example:

 • Show us the  Token, if the square Key 
has the correct color or show us the  
if we have to change the red to green.

 • Place the Key token sideways if a given 
Key is in the correct location.

 • Place the Security Key information in 
such an order that it corresponds to the 
associated dice numbers.
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This space may hold 1 Color marker. 
It should be placed with either of 
the sides face up – if Astronauts 
are not sure if the color of the As-
tronaut is correct, it should show

When they are sure, it should show

This space may hold 1 Neutral 
marker ( ). If Astronauts are not 
sure about the location of the key, 
the ? should be visible. When they 
are sure, the  should be visible.

This space may hold 1 Neutral 
marker. If Astronauts are not sure 
about the value on the die accom-
panying the Astronaut with the key, 
the ? should be visible. When they 
are sure, the  should be visible. In 
the Scenarios, where the dice are 
not used, this part of the Astronaut 
Key Panel is not used.

This is the Round Counter. This is 
how Astronauts track the number 
of rounds they have left to recreate 
the Final Combination. The initial 
position of the Neutral marker on 
the Round Counter is depicted in the 
Scenario description.

Astronaut Key panel
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The game can end in two ways:

1. The Neutral marker on the Round 
Counter reaches the Hourglass (   ).
At this point, the AI shows the Final 
Combination card. If the Astronauts 
managed to recreate the Final Com-
bination, everybody wins! If they 
failed to do so, everybody loses the 
game.

We recommend that a single session of 
AI Space Puzzle should consist of playing 
a few Scenarios of varying difficulties.

After finishing a given Scenario, you can 
immediately play a different one. Repeat 
the setup (page 3) and remember to select 

Game End

Future Plays

2. The Astronauts recreate the Final Com-
bination. 
The Astronauts place exactly one Color 
marker on each section of the Astro-
naut Key panel and announce they 
have created the Final Combination 
by moving the Neutral marker on the 
Round Counter card to the Hourglass 
(   ). Next, the AI compares the Final 
Combination card with the Astronauts’ 
solution.

The game is won if every Security Key has 
the correct color and if all the correct As-
tronauts (in relation to their color) occupy 
the correct Room tiles. If a Scenario uses 
dice, their numbers must also match.

If any element is incorrect, the game is 
lost!

a new Final Combination card (or use the 
reverse side of the previous Final Combi-
nation card). You don’t have to shuffle the 
Room tiles but should if you want to in-
crease the difficulty. If you wish, you may 
give someone else a chance to be the AI. 

We recommend that you discuss the 
gameplay between Scenarios. Talk about 
your achievements, failures, communica-
tion, and miscommunication. This will help 
you to create a shared communication 
language.
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EXAMPLE 1
The Red Astronaut should be placed on 
a Room tile that has an Antenna, Bat-
tery, and Telescope icon.

EXAMPLE 2
Change the locations of the Triangle 
and Square Keys or switch the colors 
of these Keys.

EXAMPLE 3
The Square and Round Keys have 
the wrong dice values assigned.

EXAMPLE 4
The Triangle Key should be located on 
a Room tile with a Telescope and Bat-
tery icon and the Hexagon Key should 
be located on a Room tile with only the 
Telescope icon.

EXAMPLE 5
The Green Astronaut assigned to the 
Square Key should be placed on a Room 
tile with 3 Room Symbols or a tile that 
contains a die with a value of 3.

AI Message Examples
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 • The Astronauts should move Astro-
nauts to help the AI create sensible 
and valuable messages. After all, this 
is a cooperative game.

 • Every person has their own way of 
communicating. The Astronauts should 
comment on the messages sent by the 
AI so that the future messages can 
better meet their interpretations. The 
game is designed to illustrate that even 
a simple message may have many dif-
ferent interpretations.

Strategic Advice

 • On many occasions, the Astronauts 
will be left with unused actions. It is 
wise to use such an action to move new 
Astronauts onto the Ship Map or move 
the Astronauts that occupy incorrect 
locations.

 • The Astronauts should try to remem-
ber the AI messages from the previous 
rounds or they can use the Astronaut 
Key panel and the Neutral markers as 
a type of notepad.

 • Try to view Scenario rules as not only 
additional difficulties but also as op-
portunities to communicate in new 
ways — this will make you more ef-
fective!

A I  S P A C E  P U Z Z L E  P R O D U C T I O N  T E A M

All rights reserved. Reprinting and publishing of 

game rules, game components or illustrations with-

out the permission of Portal Games is prohibited.

Dear Customer, our games are assembled with the 

greatest care. However, if your copy lacks anything, 

we apologize. Please, let us know through the Cus-

tomer Service form on our website:

portalgames.pl/en/customer-service 

We continue to support our games after their initial 

release. Although our editors and collaborators 

carefully check and polish the game materials, 

sometimes — even months or years after their 

premiere — there is a need to introduce correc-

tions, changes, or improvements. We perform the 

necessary changes to game materials based on 

the opinions of the gaming community and the 

experience of the authors. The most up-to-date 

manual, and sometimes additional materials (e.g. 

mini-expansions, promos, FAQ, etc.) can be found 

on our website:

portalgames.pl/en/
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QUICK START WALKTHROUGH

This quick start walkthrough is intended to help you understand 
how a game of AI Space Puzzle is played — it’s much easier to 
learn as you play. Setting up the game will help you understand 
the process of playing the game, but feel free to experience 
this walkthrough by simply reading the text and referring to 
the images below.

Your setup looks like this at the beginning of the game. Make 
sure to place a Neutral marker on space 5 of the Round Counter.

The pages of the Scenario book 
indicate which Communication to-
kens are available to the AI ( ) 
and how many they may use each 
Round ( ). It also tells you how 
many actions the Astronauts may 
take ( ) and how many Rounds 
they have to solve the puzzle ( ). 
Some Scenarios may also have 
special rules ( ).

The Room tiles make up the lay-
out of the Ship Map. Each Room 
tile represents the corresponding 
space on the Final Combination 
card. The orientation of the Final 
Combination card only matters to 
the AI’s perspective.

The 4 colors represented on the 
Final Combination card indicate 
which Room tiles the matching 
Astronauts must occupy and on 
which section of the Astronaut 
Key panel each Color marker must 
be on in order to solve the Puzzle…
and not explode!

Once the AI is able to get the As-
tronauts to place their pawns on 
these spaces and the Color mark-
ers on the correct Astronaut Key 
panel, you have survived and 
solved the puzzle!

NOW LET’S SHOW YOU HOW TO SOLVE THE PUZZLE AND SURVIVE!

A

B

C E

D
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 • The AI places the Communication tokens as 
shown above and reveal them by removing 
the AI screen.

 • The Astronauts respond by spending their 
3 actions to place the Astronaut pawns as 
shown to the right.

 • The AI places the Communication tokens as 
shown above and reveal them by removing 
the AI screen.

 • The Astronauts respond by only spending 
2 of their 3 actions to place/move the Red 
and White Astronaut pawns as shown to 
the right.

As you can see, the AI uses both the orien-
tation of the tokens as well as the distance 
between them to communicate where the 
Astronauts should be placed. Unfortunately, 
the Astronauts didn’t take into consideration 
the correct distance for the Red Astronaut. 
The Color markers and Astronaut Key panel 
are left untouched because the AI has not yet 
mentioned them.

As you can see, the AI tries to indicate that the 
Red is incorrect by only indicating that Yellow 
and Green are correct. The orientation also 
implies that Red must be farther to the right 
and that White should also be placed in the 
3rd column. The Color markers and Astronaut 
Key panel are left untouched because the AI 
has not yet mentioned them.

The AI used the Room symbol Communica-
tion tiles to indicate that White is meant to be 
placed on a Room tile with these 3 symbols. 
They also oriented them so that they would 
match their locations on the Room tile, so 
it is more obvious where to place it. Finally, 
the AI indicated a Key for White, so the White 
Color marker is placed on the section with the 
Hexagonal Key.

This example shows that Astronauts may not 
always have a reason to use all their actions, 
and that the AI may choose to indicate one 
piece of information efficiently instead of a lot 
of information inefficiently, depending on their 
preferences.

There are countless ways for the AI to commu-
nicate with the Astronauts. How do you think 
they will get the Astronauts to discover what 

colors the final 3 Security Keys should be? 
Remember, there are only 2 rounds left!

As you progress through the more difficult 
Scenarios, you will be asked to place dice, there 
will be traps on Room tiles, and a myriad of 
other challenges!

We hope you brave Astronauts, along with 
your trusty AI, survive!

 • The AI places the Communication tokens as 
shown above and reveal them by removing 
the AI screen.

 • The Astronauts respond by only spending 
1 action to move the White pawn as shown 
to the right.


